Distinguish Yourself speaker series, Midwestern (AZ): What I Wish I Knew in Medical School

Event details

Join us for lunch and with special guest, AMA Trustee Ilse Levin, DO, for a keynote on what you need to know as a medical student today, how you can prepare yourself for a successful future as a physician and insights that med school may not teach you.
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This event, just for us Midwestern medical students, will focus on personal experience as a medical student and cover topics such as:

- Tips for taking the shelf exam and how to be better prepared
- Tactics to help cope with stress and balance personal/professional life
- Ways to facilitate a support community and to being a resource to others

You won’t want to miss this event! All Midwestern medical students are encouraged to attend.

**When**

Thursday, Jan. 12, noon-1p.m.

**Where**

Midwestern University, Glendale, Arizona

**Registration**

Registration for this event has closed.